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Our heartfelt thoughts, wishes and prayers go out to the countless victims, families, friends, and 
pets injured or lost in the continuing tragedies of 2017... Hurricane Harvey and it’s massive 
Texas flooding devastation, Hurricane Irma and its direct assault on Cuba and Florida, 
Hurricane Maria’s pummeling of Puerto Rico, Northern California numerous firestorms leaving 
an incomprehensible path of death and destruction, and the despicable Las Vegas concert 
attack at Mandalay Bay... only to name a few, all now somehow settling in as reality. 

These events make us again realize not only how lucky we are to have been spared from life’s 
tragic events, but also how grateful we are to still have what we have, family, friends, and our 
stash.  On that note, Where and To Whom have we entrusted in storing our bullion, protecting 
the wealth that we have worked so hard to build for our families and our future?  We released 
the article “Bullion Storage – Your Best Kept Secret” on February 20, 2016 and we believe it 
still holds current, perhaps with the following updated ideas and suggestions…  

LOOTERS – Sadly, at the top of the news among the vast flooding and firestorms were the 
numerous stories on looters – These dregs of society have no regard for morality, seen sifting 
through destroyed homes and businesses, blatantly stealing anything of value before owners 
could have safe access back to their properties.  Have you thought about how your stash would 
be better protected to survive a hurricane, firestorm, or tornado --  not only the acts of God, 
but also the looting?   

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFECT ON METALS – Chances are, in a firestorm like Northern 
California’s, any bullion or numismatic collection stored unprotected or vulnerable to such 
extreme heat exposure would likely be melted, and recovery would only be base metal at best.  
And we witnessed how hurricanes and flooding literally washed away homes and belongings.  
Where would your stash be now if that were your home?  Still intact?  Down the street?  Or 
Gone forever?  If your stash was stored underground, would it have been safe from the 
elements? 

DIVERSIFY LOCATIONS – The sole point of storage diversification is to lessen the potential 
loss by spreading the risk IF a scenario like one of the above tragedies occurred.  Consider 
ideas like storing numismatic or rare items in sealed containers buried underground, and less 
valuable or generic items above ground in safe, unassuming and secure areas...  when you see 
photos of fire ravaged residential areas, note that the home fireplace is almost always 
standing… quite an endorsement for brick and mortar.   

http://allengelhard.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/AGWire-BULLION-STORAGE-2-20-16.pdf


ENTRUSTING SOMEONE – As much as we try to avoid things like wills and trusts, the fact is 
that we won’t be around forever in this world.  And it’s also very possible that some may check 
out sooner than anticipated.  While your stash should be your best kept secret, someone you 
trust needs to know the whereabouts and estimated value of what you hold, and that someone 
needs to have a reasonable understanding of whether your stash is generic or rare, or a 
combination of both, along with an intelligent game plan on exit strategy.  And they will need 
to keep quiet as well.  We hope that the rarity classifications and sales history provided on our 
Definitive Pages can help out in such a situation. 

So please review “Bullion Storage – Your Best Kept Secret” with the above in mind, and think 
about how you would fare in the event of a sudden catastrophic event.  Please be safe and 
proactive going forward.  Our world is changing by the day, and we will all have to diligently 
work harder and smarter to protect what we have. 

Responsibly, 
AE 
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